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The Full-scale Preparation for Beijing Forum (2007) Set off

Being authorized by the State Council of P.R. of China, the Beijing Forum, co-

hosted by Peking University, Beijing Municipal Commission of Education and Ko-

rea Foundation for Advanced Studies, has thrown a widespread and deep-founded

impact in the arena of the international academia, and has gradually become a shiny

academic showcase of Beijing. By summarizing the forum’s experiences of suc-

cessfulness in previous years, the first preparatory meeting for the Beijing Forum

2007 was convened at Linhu Xuan in Peking University in the morning of Decem-

ber 21st, demonstrating the full-scale start-up of this year’s Beijing Forum.

At the Closing Ceremony of last year’s forum President Xu Zhihong, on behalf of

Mr. Wang Qishan, the Mayor of Beijing Municipal, announced that the Beijing Fo-

rum would be held in Beijing from Nov. 2nd to 4th in 2007, and the theme of it would

be “The Harmony of Civilizations and Prosperity for All -Diversity in the Develop-

ment of Human Civilization”, holding the banner “Harmony”high.

At the preparatory meeting on December 21st, Vice-President of Peking University,

Zhang Guoyou, President Assistant Li Yansong, and scholars and experts of the

Academic Committee of the Beijing Forum mainly discussed the choice of panel

themes for the next year. The meeting was hosted by Mr. Cheng Yuzhui, Director of

the Office of Social Sciences.

President Assistant of Peking University, Mr. Li Yansong introduced the favorable

effect of the far-reaching significance and wide impact of the forum in past years

and pointed out that academics would be the sustainable drive of the forum, and the

intelligence of the Academic Committee of the Beijing Forum is to pool all knowl-

edge in order to contribute together to the building of this grand academic gathering.

Scholars and experts of the Academic Committee discussed the choice of panel

themes and made plenty valuable suggestions.
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Vice-President, Mr. Zhang Guoyou summarized and put forward principles for panel

themes.  Firstly, they are to be closely related to the main theme, and the core con-

cept “diversity” has to be highlighted. Secondly, emphasis has to be put on inter-

disciplinary and multi-angle research; cooperation and communication will be en-

couraged among different schools and faculties. Thirdly, a necessary combination

of social sciences and natural science has to be promoted so that the scope and

thought of the forum can be further widened and enriched. Finally, academic value

has to be focused on and practical significance of the choice of themes will also be

emphasized. Achievements are to reflect world significance.

Agreement on Holding Beijing Forum (2007) Signed

Yingjie Exchange Center of Peking University witnessed on March 21st the grand

signing ceremony of the Agreement on Holding Beijing Forum (2007), with Xu

Zhihong, President of Peking University, and Jae-youl Kim, Secretary General of

The Korea Foundation for Advanced Studies, signing the agreement on behalf of the

two parties respectively. Also present at the ceremony were Zhang Guoyou (Vice-

president of Peking University), Li Yansong (President Assistant of Peking

University), Yan Jun (Secretary General of Beijing Forum), Cheng Yuzhui(Director,

Office of Humanity and Social Sciences, Pe-

king University) and Chen Zhenya (Director

of Yingjie Exchange Center). After the

ceremony, the two sides exchanged views on

the future development of the Beijing Forum.

Signing Ceremony of the Agreement

on Holding Beijing Forum (2007)
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Preparation for Beijing Forum

This year’s Beijing Forum is scheduled to be held in Beijing from November 2nd to

4th, holding the theme: “The Harmony of Civilizations and Prosperity for All-Diver-

sity in the Development of Human Civilization”, subdivided in seven panel sessions

and one University Leadership Function. More than 300 scholars from all over the

world are expected to attend the forum to discuss eight topics, namely: Tao and

Sophia:The Olympic Spirits from Athens to Beijing, Ethnic Relations and Religious

Coexistence, Language Identification and Becoming in Multi-cultural Collision and

Integration, Global Strategy of Enterprises and Corporate Social Responsibility,

Diversity of Population Development and Health Security, Cultural Diversity, Har-

monious Society and Alternative Modernity: New Media and Social Development,

The Inspiration of Human Heritage on the Progress of Civilizations, Social Change

and University Development.

Actually, active preparation for the Beijing Forum (2007) started shortly after the

closing of the third Beijing Forum, and now an all-out effort has been made to speed

up the preparation, under the auspices of the leadership of Peking University and the

cooperation from all parties concerned.

Vice Secretary-General of the UN Joseph Verner Reed and renowned professor Robert

Anthony Scalapino from Berkley will be invited to attend the Beijing Forum, to-

gether with many other celebrated scholars to be invited.

NEWS
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Draft Outline:Draft Outline:Draft Outline:Draft Outline:Draft Outline:

Time:
     1st Nov.         Registration                         (the whole day)

                 Welcome Reception      (evening)

     2nd Nov.         The Opening Ceremony      (afternoon)

                 Banquet                               (evening)

     3rd Nov.         Panel Sessions                     (the whole day)

     4th Nov.         Panel Sessions                     (morning)

                           The Closing Ceremony       (afternoon)

Venue: Peking University

Participants: 300 formal delegates (including 200 overseas scholars)

Panel Sessions:
     Session 1: Tao and Sophia:The Olympic Spirit from Athens to Beijing

     Session 2: Ethnic Relations and Religious Coexistence

     Session 3: Language Identity and Language Change in Collision and Dialog

                      Between Civilizations

     Session 4: Global Strategy of Enterprises and Corporate Social Responsibility

     Session 5: Diversity of Population Development and Health Security

     Session 6: Cultural Diversity, Harmonious Society and Alternative Modernity:

                      New Media and Social Development

     Session 7: The Inspiration of Human Heritage on the Progress of Civilizations

     Session 8: Social Change and University Development

 (For more information of Beijing Forum, please visit the website:

   www.beijingforum.org )
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Tao and Sophia:The Olympic Spirit from Athens to Beijing

What unites the Olympic Movement through history, from its origin in Athens to its

next blossom in Beijing, has been universally recognized as the spirit of friendship,

goodwill and fair play.  This panel session intends to explore the philosophical foun-

dation of the Olympic Spirit from an inter-cultural and historical perspective.  We

will examine the Olympic Spirit in the context of the cultural transformations in the

Axial Age, which signified the breakthrough of humanity, both in the East and in the

West. We will also evaluate the Olympic Spirit from various individual and social

perspectives, including individual and social competitions, human freedom and

dignity, social justice and cooperation, ethics and politics for a peaceful coexistence,

and balanced development of body, mind and will.  Special attention will be paid to

traditional Greek and Chinese resources and comparative studies on the philosophi-

cal and political ideas therein.  Those and other great cultural heritages, we believe,

will help tremendously in our clarification of the core values of the Olympic Move-

ment and its unique role in the making of a harmonious world order out of the

political, economic, religious and racial diversities.

The specific themes of this panel session are as follows:

1. The Birth of the Olympic Spirit: from Mythology to Human Nature

         The Breakthrough of Human Spirit in the Axial Age

         Individualism and Collectivism

         Human Nature, Freedom and Dignity

2. Core Values of the Olympic Games

         Evolution and Social Cooperation: from Clan to State

         Health and Happiness

A Brief Introduction to the Panel Sessions of  Beijing Forum (2007)

NEWS
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         Ethics for Competition and Politics for Peace

         Social Justice and Harmony

3. Social Influence of the Olympic Games

         Doctrine of Mean: Confucius and Aristotle

         Rules of Game and Political Legitimacy

         Justice and Cooperation in International Relations

Ethnic Relations and Religious Coexistence

There are still a lot of conflicts in the world in the 21st century, many of which are

directly related to religion and ethnicity.  The migration in the 20th century, for

example, resulted in series of religious and ethnic conflicts. “The Clash of

Civilizations”, theory proposed by Samuel Huntington, emphasized that conflicts

among civilizations based on religion would be the major source for the future wars

after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Therefore, in order to study the relations

between different religious groups and racial-ethnic groups in past and present time

has become one of the most important issues for scholars in both humanities and

social sciences. Many scholars studied theories and practices of nationalism, nation-

state, ethnicity and cultural pluralism in various countries as well as the functions of

religious organizations in different societies.

There are 55 ethnic minority groups in China with a total population exceeding 100

million. The autonomous areas designed for these minority groups consists of 64%

of China’s territory.There are millions of Tibetan Buddhists and Muslims in con-

temporary China. The peaceful coexistence of various religious and ethnic groups is

a key issue and of great importance for China’s unity, social stability, economic

development, cultural diversity and the establishment of harmonious society in China.

The leading scholars in this field, invited from all over the world, can discuss the

theories and policy implications in religious and ethnic relations at the Beijing Forum.

NEWS
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The specific themes of this panel session are as follows:

1. Ethnicity, Nationalism and Cultural Pluralism

2. The Theories and Methodology in Sociology of Ethnicity and Religion

3. Ethnic Relations and Policy Implications in Asia

4. The Asian and North African Migrants in Europe and Their Participation in Host

    Societies

5. Racial and Ethnic Relations in the US and Policy Implications

6. Religious Co-existence and Ethnic Interaction in Latin America

Language Identity and Language Change in Collision and Dialogue

Between Civilizations

With the acceleration of globalization, human beings are witnessing clashes of vari-

ous kinds, unprecedented both in depth and width --between different ethnic groups

or races, different nations, and different values, modern or traditional.  In these clashes

and collisions, language as the most important carrier of culture, has become a cen-

tral issue. A number of linguistic problems has been calling for serious attention,

including the protection of diverse language resources as essential components of

civilizations, protection of minority language rights, and language used in intercul-

tural communication.

The specific themes of this panel session are as follows:

1. Language Resources, Language Policy, Language Communication and Language

    Education in the Context of Globalization

2. The Use and Development of Less-commonly Used Languages, and Related

    Language Policies from the Perspective of Multi-cultural Development

3. Clashes of Civilizations and Consequent Language Change

4. The Historical Multilingual and Multicultural Collision and Integration Along the

    Silk Road

NEWS
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Global Strategy of Enterprises and Corporate Social Responsibility

Enterprises are the major driving force behind economic growth. Entrepreneurial

spirit is an indispensable component of modern civilization.  Accompanying the

trend of economic globalization, an increasing number of enterprises is expanding

its businesses globally.  The sustainable development of our society and the

enterprises, however, calls for a global propagation on corporate social responsibil-

ity and modern corporate governance.

Corporate social responsibility and its institutionalization process often reflect the

different,or sometimes even conflicting,interests of diverse interest groups or

individuals.  With the emergence of multinational corporations, corporate social re-

sponsibility goes beyond the boundary of nations.  Differences among nations and

cultures further diversify our understanding of corporate social responsibility.

Therefore, to resolve the potential conflicts among the different interests of different

stakeholders in the institutionalizing processes of corporate social responsibility, is

not only conductive to the harmonious co-existence of different cultures and nations,

but also favorable for the stability and growth of the world economy.

Corporate global strategies must be responsive to changes in their external

environment.  Firm growth serves as a basis for social development.  International

business promotes the optimal allocation of resources and value creation of the world

as a whole. The rise of multinational enterprises from emerging markets is dramati-

cally changing the structure of world economy.  It becomes imperative for firms to

take into consideration the institutional conditions of the host countries in formulat-

ing their global strategies.  Meanwhile, the presence and activities of multinational

corporations also accelerates the institutional evolution of their host countries.

Corporate governance aims to balance the interests among shareholders and other

stakeholders.  The diversity of human civilizations enriches the pattern of corporate
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governance.  It involves various stakeholders of a corporation, including shareholders,

executives, employees, suppliers, consumers and the related community.  A sound

governance approach is unlikely to be achieved without the effective engagement of

all these stakeholders.

This panel session will cover the following themes:

    1. Diversity in Civilization and Corporate Social Responsibility

    2. Corporate Social Responsibility and the Harmony of World Development

    3. Global Integration, Local Responsiveness and Corporate Governance

    4. Global Strategy and International Management

    5. Cultural Differences and Conflict Resolution in Transnational Management

Diversity of Population Development and Health Security
The developed and developing countries experienced different patterns on popula-

tion and development along its social and economic development, and developed

different related policies.  The comparison on the patterns of population and devel-

opment among different countries will not only contribute to the improvement of

population and development theory, but also benefit the policy-making all over the

world, including China.  Participants of this panel session are expected to discuss

topics about public health security and public policies in the process of population,

health and social transformation, so as to put forward key issues and pool policy

advice aiming at different trends of population development and different demands

of focus groups.

The specific themes of the panel session are as follows:

    1. Demand and Provision of Health Service in Population Aging

    2. Health Security for Vulnerable Population

    3. Birth Surveillance and Reproductive Health

    4. Population and Development: Patterns and Policies

NEWS
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Cultural Diversity, Harmonious Society and Alternative Modernity:

New Media and Social Development

Today, new media such as the internet, digital technology and mobile communica-

tion technologies are making rapid and deep changes to many societies.  They con-

nect communities, which used to be excluded because of physical and cultural

distance.  We could even speculate and say that, without the development and social

use of new media, there would not be economic, political and cultural globalization

as we see today. However, the actual, existing globalization is far from a utopia.

New media have changed the relationship between media and audience, institutions

and the public, authorities and the mass and forms of interaction among individuals.

What they bring is not only freedom, agency and mobility, but also distance, alien-

ation and cultural conflicts.  Surveillance, power and monopoly are also lurking

behind the vistas of democracy, sharing and equality.  To a certain extend, social

problems concerning the introduction of new media are still coterminous with those

of modernity.  Social manifestations of the new media are reflections of the condi-

tions of late modernity, or the radical re-alignment of global economic order, social

institutions and cultural identities.  To imagine a more humane and progressive glo-

bal order, critical appraisals of the dominant and/or emerging media of communica-

tion are essential.  This forum hopes to invite scholars in the broad field of new

media studies to discuss relevant theoretical or empirical issues from the perspec-

tive of history, society, culture, technology and political economy.

Specific themes of this panel session include but not limited to:

    1. New Media in History

    2. New Media and Civil Society

    3. New Media and Cultural Identity

    4. The Political Economy of New Media

    5. New Media, Industrial Development and Social Responsibility

    6. New Media and National Image Building--An Approach of Rhetoric

NEWS
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The Inspiration of Human Heritage on the Progress of Civilizations

With the development of sciences, technology and economy of countries, and the

advancement of people’s cultural level, many countries gradually put more empha-

sis to the preservation of their cultural heritage.  The whole society recognizes the

importance to preserve human’s heritage and safeguard our spiritual homeland.

However, with the rapid urbanization, expanding population and reduction of

resources, heritage as some kind of resource also suffers from economic development.

How to conserve our heritage with this new social background?  How to deal with

the relation between heritage conservation and economic development?  How to

make cultural heritage play a more important role in social development?  All these

issues are not only subjects to be thought about by heritage conservation specialists,

but also the themes calling for attention from scholars of various disciplines.  By

means of this panel session, we wish to pursue one or more better solutions for the

relationship between heritage conservation and social development based on the

common discussion of specialists from so many different countries.

The specific themes of this panel session are as follows:

    1. Heritage Preservation in the Context of Diversified Development

    2. The Preservation and Management of Human Heritage

    3. The Ways for Utilizing Human Heritage

NEWS
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Social Change and University Development

Knowledge economy is the characteristic of the 21st century.  Both developed and

developing countries are experiencing drastic social changes in the new economy.

Social and economic changes move Higher Education institutions from the periph-

ery to the center of society.  Now colleges and universities play important roles in

politics, economy and culture.  Universities are not only expected to produce knowl-

edge and prepare students with necessary skills for complex modern societies, they

are also expected to promote cultural diversity, political democracy, trade

globalization, education internationalization for the development of knowledge-based

economies and for the shaping of harmonious civil societies.  In an era of globalization,

Higher Education institutions become important points of contact for international

cooperation.  Therefore, the existence of viable institutions of Higher Education is a

requirement for every modern society.  International attention and cross-cultural

analysis are required to understand major issues affecting the development of higher

learning institutions and find ways to effectively address them in different national

settings.  This panel session intends to discuss missions and roles of academic

institutions, the relationship between public policy and academic institutions, and

human resources development in colleges and universities.

The specific themes of this panel session are as follows:

    1. Missions of Universities in Social Change

    2. Public Policy and University Development

    3. Cultural Diversity and Human Resource Development

NEWS
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Beijing Forum (2006), a platform for the reflections on the civilization modes of

humankind in the context of globalization, witnessed the voices of a lot of celebrated

scholars and masters from the perspective of education, culture, economy and pub-

lic health, etc. Listed below are some excerpts from the speeches or papers of the

scholars present at Beijing Forum (2006), from which we can have a glimpse of

their sparkling wisdom.

Beijing Forum: A Platform for the Reflections on the Civilization

Modes of Humankind in the Context of Globalization

From the Perspective of Education
Prof. Xu Zhihong, President of Peking University: To internationalize the first-

class universities, we should inherit and enrich our fine tradition and cultural heri-

tage and meanwhile draw on the advanced experience in higher education of devel-

oped countries and their culture essence. We, on the one hand, go against “ethnocen-

trism” in cross-culture communication, and on the other hand, against complete

imitation of the manner of others which leads to the loss of our own characteristics.

We stand for mutual complementation and the sharing of experiences to promote

the cooperation and narrow the gap between developing countries and developed

countries in their higher education, so as to establish the genuine partnership of

international educational cooperation based on mutual benefits, common objective,

mutual respect and confidence in each other, which will serve the intellectual soci-

ety that is emerging.

Internationalization is a two-way process. We should change the one-way “export”

of students studying abroad which leads to the long-standing “surplus”. To turn

Chinese universities into the “community” of cross-cultural communication, the

advantages of Chinese universities should be strengthened to “import” overseas stu-

dents in large numbers; in this way we can provide more opportunities for Chinese

students to understand different cultures and learn to solve the issues of cultural

FOCUS
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conflicts in the clash and integration of cultures. Therefore, we should have a broad

international perspective regarding the education of our first-class universities. We

should strengthen our education in some international conceptions, such as global

ethics, morality and responsibilities, environment protection, racial equality, under-

standing among humankind and global blessings, etc., so as to produce “talents with

a global perspective”.

Panel Session: Mapping Chinese Civilization in a

World Context

From the Perspective of Civilization
Prof. Yuan Xingpei, Department of Chinese Language and Literature, Peking

University:

The development of civilization cannot do without peace and harmony. Without

peace, the fruits of civilization can not be preserved; without harmony, the civiliza-

tion can not develop in a sustainable way. However, harmony belongs to a higher

and more beautiful state which is above that of peace, in which both the interests of

the part and the whole are taken into consideration to get an overall and coordinated

development.

The development of civilization needs the spirit of accommodation to win the heart

and support of the people. Just like the sea, which is made to accommodate everything,

the civilization can not prosper without this grace of accommodation.

FOCUS
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The development of civilization must follow the inevitable way of reform and open-

ing-up. Only through reform can civilization advance continuously and preserve its

exuberance and vitality, while opening to the outside world is an important precon-

dition for a civilization to absorb the advantages of other civilizations and thus es-

tablish itself among the nations of the world.

From the Perspective of Economics
Prof. In-Koo Cho, Department of Economics, University of Illinois:

Despite its many problems, the virtue of the competitive market is its unparalleled

ability to provide right incentive to right people. Many successful policies simply

emulate the competitive market to achieve its goal. Harmony and competition are

not contradictory to each other. Rather, the competition is the right way to achieve

harmony.

Prof. Hai Quang Truong, Vietnamese Studies and Development Sciences:

Strategies of sustainable development refer to the human development and the envi-

ronmental preservation for the future generations. The goal of development is coor-

dination to raise the economic growth rate and to ensure social welfare.

FOCUS

Panel Session: Toward a Harmonious

Urban-Rural Relationship
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From the Perspective of the Olympic Movement
Aneesa AL-Hitmi, Qatar Women’s Sport Committee:

Sport is an international language that has the ability to overtake cultural differences

that enables sportive programs to overcome the social and racial differences. As a

result, sport could be an effective tool to consolidate peace, on a symbolic way

internationally, and inside local societies practically.

Dr. Li-Hong (Leo) Hsu, Da-Yeh University:

Harmonizing is a process, not a state, and it is necessary to establish harmony day

From the Perspective of Public Health
Frank Song, Senior Scientist, Virginia Health Quality Center:

China can borrow and learn from many mature and tested models developed in the

most developed countries. Lessons from these models can provide valuable insight

for planning and building an effective and efficient public health system in China.

Dr. Claude de Ville de Goyet, Consultant, Pan American Health Organization:

Few countries have sufficient resources to respond rapidly to all health needs in the

aftermath of sudden impact disasters of large magnitude. External health response

may be extremely generous but needs to be supported and guided by the health

authorities of the affected country.

Panel Session: Public Health Preparedness and

Health Security --Facing the Challenge of

Human Health Problems

FOCUS
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by day. It requires patience and endurance. It means a never ending care for

harmonising, for inspecting ourselves, and for deepening the self-awareness. It leads

towards self-knowledge, self-respect, self-appreciation, i.e. all what we often forget

and exchange for things outside of us. This way may be lengthy, but it is definitely

a conscious approach toward myself (Martinkova, 2003: 89).

John Findling, Indiana University Southeast:

The Olympic Games and modern world’s fairs have much in common.  Both were

movements begun in the nineteenth century as vehicles to promote world harmony

through peaceful interaction and athletic competition.  Both kinds of mega-events

allow participating nations to showcase their best athletes, in the case of the Olympics,

and their finest artistic, technological and scientific achievements, in the case of

world’s fairs.

From the Perspective of WTO:
Jean-Pierre Lehmann, Founding Director, The Evian Group:

Globalization in the early 21st century has witnessed,

as noted above, the massive entry of new players. Glo-

balization therefore requires the dynamic and harmo-

nious fusion of different cultures and especially differ-

ent historical experiences. It is a delicate act.

Panel Session: Partners in Trade --The WTO,

National Governments and Private Businesses

FOCUS

Panel Session: The Olympic Games and the

Harmonious Development of Human

Civilization -- Collision and Integration of

Diversified Cultures
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Prof. Zhou Zhonghai, China University of Political Science and Law:

The connotation of the new world political and economic order is the harmonious

world and its denotation, democratization of the world politics. It is an inevitable

demand of us to promote the building of a harmonious world in our firm pursuit of

a peaceful development road, and meanwhile an important condition for us to real-

ize peaceful development. It calls for careful study on issues such as sustainable

development, sustainable trade and environment, conflicts among the rules of inter-

national laws, especially issues concerning the IPR protection. We should stick to

multilateralism and advance international and regional cooperation, so as to pro-

mote the building of a harmonious world and the establishment of a harmonious

international economic order.

From the Perspective of Government Management
JOHN A. MATHEWS, Macquarie Graduate School of Management, Sydney:

Developing countries today can formulate their latecomer strategies around the de-

velopment of renewable energy sources - which will lift the constraints of the peak-

ing of oil supplies and global climate change, and in turn create a new pole around

which to develop new industries and to become integrated within global value chains.

And this time, in the specific field of renewable energy industries, the “advanced”

countries are so locked-in to their fossil fuel-based systems that the chance for lead-

ership in the development of renewable energy industries is passing to the develop-

ing countries. This is an opportunity of historic proportions and not to be missed...

But the evidence is clear that latecomer firms do not have to adopt a passive stance

in relation to global developments. They can make strategic choices like anyone

else. And the biggest and most important strategic choice that they can make is to

liberate themselves from the bondage of fossil fuels and move towards a new indus-

trial pathway based on renewable energy sources.

From the Perspective of History
Yu Pei, Research Fellow of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences:

It goes without any exception that the development of any nation benefits from their
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dialogue and exchange with other civilizations. It is right in this process of exchange

and dialogue that each country or nation can absorb nutrition from different sides to

enrich, improve and develop itself, which ushers in for itself the glory in politics,

economy and culture. We should respect the different civilizations created by people

of each nation in their own process of development. The exchange and mutual-

learning among different civilizations serves as the driving force for the progress of

humankind. Different civilizations and social systems, seeking common ground and

reserving differences, can and should enjoy a long-term coexistence and common

development. The world is too colorful with so many diversified and complemen-

tary civilizations to have only one mode of civilization. We firmly believe the emer-

gence of an energetic and colorful world featuring peaceful coexistence and harmo-

nious development.

From the Perspective of Journalism and Communication
Prof. Guan Shijie, School of Journalism and Communication, Peking University:

Each nation has different understandings about the rights and duties to freedom of

expression, particularly on the duties or restrictions provided by law, as culture,

history, religion and national constitution vary from nation to nation. In order to

avoid intercultural conflicts and maintain peace in this world we are living in, the

international community needs certain clear restrictions to the freedom of expression;

and these restrictions can only be provided by international law.

Xiao Dongfa, School of Journalism and Communication, Peking University:

Culture expansion and culture donation are two totally different things. The former

seeks uniformity instead of harmony while the latter advocates “harmony in

diversity”, which conforms to the objective of harmony of civilizations.
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Akira Iriye was born in Tokyo, Japan in 1934 and graduated from a Tokyo high

school in 1953 after the U.S. occupation of Japan had formally ended. He received

a B.A. from Haverford College in 1957 and a Ph.D. in U.S. and East Asian History

from Harvard in 1961. Prof. Iriye was an Instructor and Lecturer in history at Harvard

following receipt of his Ph.D. He then taught at the University of California at Santa

Cruz, the University of Rochester, and the University of Chicago before accepting

an appointment as Professor of History at Harvard University in 1989, where he

became Charles Warren Professor of American History in 1991. He became the

Dean of History Department of Harvard University in 2002 and retired in 2005.

Prof. Akira Iriye served as the president of the Society for Historians of American

Foreign Relations in 1978 and in 1988, President of the American Historical

Association. He had honorary doctorates conferred upon him by many universities

and in 1982 he became a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Prof. Akira Iriye, a trailblazer in history studies, is a Japanese American acclaimed

Written by Liu Xuan, Translated by Peng Shulin

Interview with the Cultural Internationalist Prof. Akira Iriye:

Appeal for the Transnational Meeting of Civilizations

Professor Akira Iriye at Beijing Forum (2006)
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by John King Fairbank as “a genius historian”. Taking culture as the core notion of

history analysis, he put forward the culture approach to American foreign relations.

He advocates an international order established on culture internationalism, and his

achievement represents the new trend in the research of international relation his-

tory of U.S.

Akira Iriye holds that “players in world affairs can be identified as powers or civili-

zations (and cultures)”, and “power concerns a nation’s military force, strategy, po-

tentials and the willingness to use their military force”. Meanwhile a nation can also

be regarded as sort of a culture, the boundary of which is defined geographically as

well as by cultural factors, such as “the understanding of common traditions, religion,

arts, literature and informal institutions,including customs, lifestyle and numerous

symbols with specific meanings shared by the people within the community.” He

thus believes that “study of international relations should include three aspects: in-

teraction at the power level, cultural exchange and the relationship between these

two sets of relations”.

As a historian of international relations, Prof. Akira Iriye shows a strong concern

about contemporary affairs. He devoted himself to the searching of “a possible solu-

tion to the chaos and turbulence of the world”. His solution lies in cultural interna-

tionalism --“all sorts of activities that link the different countries and their people

through the exchange of ideas and talents, through  academic cooperation and ef-

forts that help enhance transnational understandings.”

Prof. Akira Iriye holds that the world should be built on the order of culture rather

than the order of power, because the power in the form of national geopolitics can-

not break the vicious circle of misunderstanding, hatred and war, while culture can

bring different countries to build a world with much more order and peace. Prof.

Akira Iriye said, “I always firmly believe that the transnational exchange of thoughts

is the basis for solid international relations, without which there would be no stable

international order. We are used to attaching our attention to security, military policy,
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trade, authority and other conventionall elements of ‘national interests’ when talk-

ing about international relations. However, we should not forget that some ‘national

interests’are built on common responsibilities for certain ideals and objectives.”

In the first round of discussion at the history panel session of Beijing Forum (2006),

the reporter finally met the white-haired Prof. Akira Iriye, his eyes shining with

tranquility and wisdom. As the first speaker, Professor Iriye delivered a speech titled

“Toward a Transnational Meeting of Civilizations”, calling for transnational dialog,

exchange and cooperation between different civilizations, which are warmly received

with great interests by scholars present. After the conference, the reporter(R) was

honored to give an interview to Prof. Akira Iriye (A).

R: As a historian of international relations, what do you think of the status of China

in the world of the 21st century? It is said that the 21st century is a century of China,

what’s your opinion about it?

A: There are many international forces that interact with each other in the 21st century,

but to a great extent the 21st century is shaped by what China will do and what it will

not do. By “the century of China”, it means not that China will dominate the world,

but that China will exert a tremendous and comprehensive influence over interna-

tional affairs.

The influence of China over the world will be displayed by its economy and culture.

The 21st century will be the Century of Civilization, where the collision, exchange

and interaction among different civilizations will exert far-reaching influence on the

world situation, and Chinese Civilization will play an important role in this process.

R:Could you please explain in more details how China’s national identity and Chi-

nese Culture will interact with each other in China’s emergence?

A: The Chinese people possess the national identity of China, while what the over-

seas Chinese inherit is Chinese Civilization, which is of equal significance as the

national identity of China. The 21st century will witness a large-scale transnational

immigration we have never seen before. With the process of globalization, more
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Chinese will migrate overseas while more immigrants will come to China, too. Al-

though national boundaries are still important, their importance will diminish. Un-

doubtedly the national features of China will still exist, but the status of Chinese

Civilization will be uplifted. Chinese Civilization will influence, communicate and

interact with other civilizations to face up to common problems of humankind, such

as problems concerning the environment, energy and disease prevention. Chinese at

home and abroad will witness the relevance of Chinese Civilization.

R: At the conference yesterday, you mentioned Word War I, World War II and those

anti-human and anti-civilizational behaviors in the war, such as the Nanjing Massacre.

Where do you think these anti-civilization behaviors originate? Do they have their

root in civilization itself?

A: I don’t think that anti-civilizational behavior originates from civilization itself.

Civilization is constructive while war is destructive and goes against civilization.

Each individual of humankind has both element of civilization and savageness. The

whole humankind should rise against savageness and develop civilization. All people

of the world with a deep love for peace, united under the banner of peace, should

transcend national boundaries to build an international civil society and safeguard

world peace.

R: You mentioned European Identity in the conference yesterday and you also talked

about the possibility of establishing an Asian Community. So, do you think it is

realistic to establish an Asian Community? Will an Asian Community come true

some day in the future?

A: I believe an Asian Community will come true. Reviewing the history before the

European Union, we can see that France and Germany were always at war with each

other. Now they all belong to the same European Union, coexisting with each other

in peace and enjoying common development. It is unimaginable now that war will

break out between them. Although there were wars among Asian countries, we still

believe that we can unite to form an Asian Community, just as what Europeans did.
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R: Then what are the driving forces and the obstacles in the process of establishing

the Asian Community?

A: I think the economic factor will be one of the driving forces.

R: Is it the primary factor?

A: No. I think the wish of the people for peace and their choice for the future will be

the primary factor that helps bring about the Asian Community. It is the wish of the

common people of Asia to establish a fundamental order that safeguards the peace.

It is the common wish of the people of China, Republic of Korea and Japan to firmly

go against war and safeguard the regional peace. Economic factor serves to strengthen

the link between nations. The factors mentioned above are the major driving force

for the emergence of the Asian Community. As for obstacles, I think it is the history

of Asia. The history of Asia is permeated with wars and there are still different

opinions in the understanding of the history, which will be the biggest obstacle of

Asia along its road to the Asian Community.
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Beijing Forum, a forum aiming to be a world-class and high quality international

academic conference, was jointly held in Beijing by Peking University, Beijing

Municipal Commission of Education and The Korea Foundation for Advanced Stud-

ies from October 27th to 29th. The theme of the forum, “The Harmony of Civiliza-

tions and Prosperity for All-Reflections on the Civilization Modes of Humankind”,

was warmly received by the 454 celebrated participating scholars from 35 different

countries and regions. With its fruitful academic achievements and the wide range

of consensus reached thereof, Beijing Forum (2006) became a focus of attention for

many media both at home and abroad.

     Reviewing the Beijing Forum and the warm feedback received, we can summa-

rize the academic features and the influence into the following three aspects:

I. Fruitful academic achievements with innovative and pragmatic

significance
As an academic forum, Beijing Forum attaches great importance to its academic

and social value. Therefore, the ideas proposed at the forum as well as its academic

Academic Characteristics and Influence of Beijing Forum (2006)

Scholars of Beijing Forum (2006)
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influence are the core value of the forum. Each year it expects to see ideas of world-

wide influence. Some ideas, which are of representative significance to Beijing Fo-

rum (2006), are the following:

     1. Peace, harmony, accommodation, liberalness, reform and opening to the out-

side world are the main inspirations drawn from reviewing the civilization history

of China; a combination of economic globalization and cultural pluralism is the

correct choice of lifestyle for humankind in the 21st century.

     Yuan Xingpei, Professor of the Department of Chinese Language and Lit-

erature of PKU:

Peace, harmony, accommodation, liberalness, reform and opening to the outside

world are the main inspirations drawn from reviewing the civilization history of

China. When such values are more or less preserved in society, civilization will

develop and prosper, whereas when they are renounced, the development of civili-

zation would slow down or even come to a halt.

     It is improper to refer to “globalization” or the “era of globalization”

indiscriminately. Economically, globalization is the trend. However, spiritually, it

is impossible and meanwhile unwise to impose one culture onto others by economic

and military force, for it involves religion, national psychology, customs, ways of

thinking, language, etc.  It is very difficult for an isolated national culture to survive

Academic Briefing of Beijing Forum (2006)
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in today’s world, but it is equally unimaginable to implement a universal global

culture. The only solution for different cultures is to accommodate each other with a

liberal and open attitude and coexist in peace and harmony, so as to realize common

development and prosperity. To sum up, economic globalization and cultural plural-

ism is the correct lifestyle for mankind in the 21st century.

     2. Transnational meeting between different civilizations is seen throughout history,

and peace of the future world should be built on a new transnational civilization

system.

     Professor Akira Iriye with Harvard University:

The world is being integrated into a tightly-knit network. With various regional

organizations coming into being, the global culture awareness is gradually in the

making. Cultural elements shared by the whole world are increasing while at the

same time more and more cultural problems facing the whole world prop up

incessantly. Issues such as environment protection, human rights and religious

extremism, etc. eagerly call for international cooperation that transcends the bound-

aries of national countries. The peace for the future world shall be built on a new

transnational civilization system rather than simply on the agreements between coun-

tries or on mutual compromise among different civilizations.

     3. “Global” and “local”, and standardization and differentiation are all character-

istics of the times.

     Francois Hartog, Professor of History at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en

Sciences Sociales (EHESS) in Paris:

In this era of “globalization”, the more globalization seems to win, the more the

concern about local differences tends to assert itself and tries to gain recognition.

The more progress made in the global recognition, the more prominent the local

identity becomes. Therefore, actually “global” and “local”, “standardization” and

“differentiation” are all characteristics of our times. Judging from this perspective,

we can understand many phenomena of the world today, even some extreme ones.
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     4. The development of the politics of the people is a decisive element for the

success of reform

     Renowned British Historian Harry T. Dickinson:

During the industrialization and urbanization of Britain in the second half of 18th

century and the first half of 19th century, the middle class gradually came into being

and began to play an increasingly important role. The middle and lower class people

in Britain expanded their political influence and safeguarded civil rights through

establishing political organizations and organizing large-scale political activities. In

this way a political culture of the people came into being and thus made “ the legiti-

macy of rapid social, political and economic changes” an ideology widely accepted

by the public. Meanwhile, the British government, realizing that reform was supe-

rior to revolution and compromise superior to antagonism, promoted some social

and economic reforms that improved the life of the middle and lower class people.

Finally Britain realized the social and political transformation through moderate

social reform rather than violent revolution.

     5. The civilization conception of Islamic states in Middle East and their histori-

cal experience in modernization

     Egyptian Scholar Sayed Ashmawi:

Civil dialogue must shift from a uni-polar to a multi-polar sphere. The contacts of

Egypt with the West can be divided into three phases: Phase one, indiscriminative

copying and imitation; Phase two, extreme appreciation of original Egyptian culture;

Phase three, assimilation and mutual complimentarity between Egyptian tradition

and the Western civilization. He holds that only the third phase is a healthy one.

     Professor Wang Tiezheng of Northwest University:

After World War II, Middle Eastern countries implemented several modernization

strategies by following various development patterns. However, on the whole, al-

most no social reformations and modernization developments in these countries

have met their initial expectations. In the context of globalization, many Middle

Eastern countries are facing the challenge and crisis of marginalization from the

world.  A number of internal and external factors caused the repeated frustrations to
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the reformations and modernization developments of these countries, which are: 1.

powerful influence of religion; 2. failure to complete the transformation from the

traditional agricultural society to modern industrial society; 3. sharp contradictions

both inside and outside and the lack of stable social environment.

     6. Health equality is an important component of social equality

      Tung-liang Chiang, Dean of College of Public Health, Taiwan University:

Health inequality is intertwined with other social inequalities. Governments should

pay more attention to the impact on population health of the wider social context,

rather than confine themselves to the reform of health insurance systems.

      Frank Song, Senior Scientist, Virginia Health Quality Center:

China has a long way to go in building its public health system. The 2003 SARS

epidemic in China highlighted the unpreparedness of the public health system of

China to alert, monitor, track and control infectious diseases adequately and

effectively. Confronting the threat of increasing epidemics, bird flu included, and

other potential threats, such as terrorist attacks with biochemical and radiological

weapons, it is a strategic task for every country to set up a comprehensive, effective

and coordinated public health system, especially for a heavily and densely popu-

lated country like China.

      Brian Oldenburg, Professor of International Public Health, Monash

University:

Great attention should be paid to public health during the Olympic Games. Hosts of

Olympic Games, such as Barcelona, Los Angeles, Atlanta, Sydney, etc. attached

great importance to public health. The experience of Sydney could be categorized

into five points: 1. careful planning, which was initiated five years before the Olym-

pic Games; 2. abundant fund; 3. establishing a sound monitoring system; 4. attach-

ing great importance to staff training; 5. coordinated cooperation between different

departments of the government.

     7. A diversified sports culture is needed and the Olympic Games are important

media for cultural diffusion.
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     Professor Ren Hai, Beijing Sports University:

We should reconsider the modernization reform of national, traditional sports and

guarantee that it is conducted in the right direction and in a reasonable way, so that

the essential nature of national, traditional sports can be sustained in the reform and

thus preserve a diversified and balanced ecology of sports culture.

     Hamad S. Ndee reviewed the relationship between the Olympic Games in Tanza-

nia and the Liberation of Southern Africa, holding that the Olympic Games have

already become a media of culture diffusion and thus exert a profound impact on the

cultural and historical development of humankind.

     8. Intellectual properties right (IPR) protection is the core issue for the trade

conflicts between China and the U.S.

     Scholars thought that the trade imbalance is not an issue of great importance;

what matters most is the protection of IPR. It involves not only the IPR protection of

other countries in China, but also the Chinese IPR protection abroad.

     It is pointed out by some scholars that China has come to an advanced level in its

construction of IPR system. The core of the problem lies in the implementation of

the system as well as changing the IPR concept of its people. Some scholars also

point out that there are two prerequisites for the establishment of a sound IPR pro-

tection system in China: first, domestic enterprises become the target of infringement;

second, the performance in IPR protection should be connected with the political

career of local government officials.

     9. Adequate considerations should be given to the diversity of higher education

in its strategic planning and management. The education’s mission of serving the

public welfare should never be sacrificed.

     Not only are the above-mentioned ideas of innovative significance academically,

they can also serve as guidelines to solve some hot spot problems, and in this way

academic achievements make their contributions to the society.
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II. New summit of the forum with highly representative scholars

    1. Highly representative scholars. Geographically, scholars are from five

continents, which clearly show the international representation of the Beijing Forum;

Judging from the level of development, the Beijing Forum not only invited scholars

from developed countries and regions, but also many from developing countries,

such as Egypt, Mexico, Thailand, etc. This comprehensiveness in the level of

development also shows the representation of the forum.

     2. Celebrated scholars of high academic level. Scholars invited by Beijing Forum

are mainly those who are in the vanguard of international academic studies, including

Jonathan D. Spence, Member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences;

Charlene Barshefsky, former US Trade Representative; Amartya Kumar Sen, 1998

Nobel Prize laureate in Economics; He Zhenliang, Chairman of Cultural and Olympic

Education Communion of IOC; Kim Choong Ryeol, Member of National Academy

of Sciences, Republic of Korea. We can say, without exaggerating, that the Beijing

Forum is a gathering of masters. Meanwhile, the forum also invited many young

and middle-aged, domestic and overseas scholars with extraordinary academic

potentials.

     3. Pioneering papers submitted to or speeches delivered at Beijing Forum. Beijing

Forum (2006) made extraordinarily rich academic achievements, particularly for

such warmly-received keynote speeches delivered by Charlene Barshefsky, Amartya

Kumar Sen and Prof. Yuan Xingpei, etc. Most participants are scholars who play

leading roles in their research field and displayed at the Forum their research results

in the vanguard.

III. Warm praises from scholars and the society

The Beijing Forum is witnessing an increasing influence in the field of humanities,

social sciences and education in the world. This platform not only displayed the
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fruitful achievements made by Peking University in recent years and the achievements

in philosophy and social sciences of China, it also furthered the exchanges and

cooperation in philosophy and social sciences among different countries.

     What is more important is that the Forum played an active role in the following

aspects:

     1. The high attention drawn by the Forum promoted the spread and popularization

of academic views.

     Beijing Forum won strong support from media partners such as CCTV, Phoenix

Satellite Television, China Daily, Book Tide of China, Beijing News, People’s Daily

Online, www.sina.com, etc. which gave all-round covering of Beijing Forum each

year.

     The propagation of Beijing Forum (2006) started with a high-calibre platform.

With the strong support from the State Council Information Office, the forum’s press

conference was held in the Briefing Hall of the State Council Information Office,

which attracted 110 reporters from 64 domestic media and 20 overseas media.

CHINA.ORG.CN even gave a live covering on their website of the press conference

and the opening ceremony. Compared with the former two forums in 2004 and 2005,

Beijing Forum (2006) was covered by more media and in more details, and thus

more effective in its propagation.

     All the panel sessions of Beijing Forum (2006) were held within the campus of

Peking University. No restrictions were set for the staff and students of Peking

University as well as those from other universities to attend the sessions as auditors.

This arrangement greatly benefited those attending, which also led to more extensive

discussions of the views presented by scholars, thus spread the views to a larger

audience.

     2. Beijing Forum (2006) followed closely the reality of economic and social

development, especially in offering advice on the construction of a harmonious

society.
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     The forum set up specific panel sessions such as “Toward a Harmonious Urban-

Rural Relationship”, “Harmonious Society and Governance Mechanism”,

“Population and Regional Development”, “Global Communication, Media and

Creative Industries”, “Public Health Preparedness and Health Security”, etc, and

many celebrated domestic and overseas scholars were invited to discuss issues of

great importance to the construction of a harmonious society. Besides, “The Olympic

Games and the Harmonious Development of Human Civilizations” was also a topic

of wide public concern, the discussion of which would enrich the concept of

“Humanistic Olympics”.

     3. The Forum provided a platform for the exchanges between famous universities

in the Asia-Pacific region and developing countries.

     In 2005, 32 university presidents and vice-presidents attended the forum, including

President of Cornell Prof. Hunter Rawlings and its former President Prof. Jeffrey

Lehman, President of Waseda University Prof. Shirai Katsuhiko, and President of

Sydney University Prof. Gavin Brown. There were again 20 university presidents

presented at Beijing Forum (2006), including Vice-Dean of Sciences Po Paris Prof.

Verillaud Francis, President of National University of Singapore Prof. Shih Choon

Fong, President of The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology Prof.

Paul Ching-Wu Chu and President of Taiwan University Prof. Lee Si Chen, etc.

     Those university presidents present at Beijing Forum (2006) also enjoy a high

representation, with some of them coming from developed countries and some from

developing countries, especially those from well-known universities in the Asia-

Pacific region. On the panel session of “Internationalization and Strategic Planning

of Higher Education Institutions”, the voice of attendants from developing countries

and regions was sufficiently expressed.

     4. The forum attached great importance to the concept of a “harmonious world”,

so as to make active contribution to the “building of a harmonious world”.

     Peking University President Xu Zhihong once said at this high-level platform of

international communication, “As early as 2500 years ago, a sage in China proposed
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the great idea that ‘All men are brothers’ and believed that all men should treat each

other as if we were brothers or sisters, and, with one mind and one heart, usher in a

life of happiness for all. At the beginning of 21st century, we Chinese scholars will

inherit and promote our fine tradition, and by absorbing the common wish of scholars

all over the world, propose the clear and loud slogan of us, that is, ‘Harmony of

Civilizations and Prosperity for All’”.

     The harmony of civilizations and prosperity for all, the theme of Beijing Forum,

is the common wish echoing in the heart of people all over the world. It is of great

theoretical and pragmatic significance to choose and decide on this theme with clear

characteristics of our times. With globalization becoming the dominant trend today,

“global village” is gradually taking shape. However, we should perceive that there

are still cultural disparities or civil differences among different countries, regions,

nations or groups, and local and regional conflicts or even wars breaking up from

time to time. In this context, it is undoubtedly of important academic and historical

significance to conduct researches and explorations on the theme of harmony of

civilization and prosperity for all.

     Holding high the banner of “The Harmony of Civilizations and Prosperity for

All”, Beijing Forum actually has in its hand a discourse right that conforms to the

historical trend.
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